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I. INTRODUCTION 
Simulation/optimization (S/0) models can be used to greatly speed the process of 
computing desirable groundwater pumping strategies for plume management. They make the 
process of computing optimal strategies fairly straightforward and can help minimize the 
labor and cost of groundwater contaminant clean-up. 
First, a manual solution of a simple optimization problem is presented to indicate the 
desirability of using an S/0 model. Then, differences between S/0 models and the simulation 
(S) models currently used by over 98 % of practitioners are discussed (Peralta et al, In 
Press). Next is a brief summary of the characteristics of response matrix (RM) type of 
groundwater management S/0 models. Finally, currently available PC-based S/0 models are 
discussed. How they would be applied to representative situations is illustrated. Included is 
US/WELLS, an easy-tocuse deterministic model that requires minimal data, but will address 
aquifer and stream-aquifer systems where the analytical solutions of Theis (Clarke, 1987) and 
Glover and Balmer (1954) are appropriate. Also included is US/REMAX, appropriate for 
heterogeneous, multilayer systems. To ease use, that code accepts data in format readable by 
MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988), the most widely used flow simulation model 
in the US today. US/WELLS is applied to a hypothetical study area, US/REMAX to a real 
area previously addressed using only a simulation model. 
The two discussed RM S/0 models are selected because they are the only ones we are 
aware of which: (1) are available for lise on PCs, (2) include with them the optimization 
algorithms necessary for solution, and (3) are relatively easy-to-use. These characteristics 
make them especially useful for plume management by consultants and water resource 
managers. 
RM S/0 models utilize the multiplicative and additive properties of linear systems. 
The additive property permits superimposing the drawdowns due to pumping at different 
wells to compute the drawdown resulting at an observation well. This is commonly taught 
with image well theory in introductory groundwater classes. The multiplicative property 
means that the effect of doubling a pumping rate is a doubling of drawdown--examination of 
the Theis Equation shows that drawdown is linearly proportional to pumping. RM models use 
influence coefficients that ·describe the system response (in head, gradient, etc.) to a 'unit' 
pumping rate. Application to nonlinear systems is discussed later. 
Both additive and multiplicative properties are illustrated in the following simple 
manually solved optimization problem. Assume the study area (top right of Fig. 1) containing 
2 pumping wells and 2 head-difference control locations (each such location consists of a pair 
of observation wells). The aquifer is at steady state and the initial potentiometric surface is 
horizontal. The goal is to compute the minimum extraction needed to cause: head difference 
1 to be at least 0.2 Land head difference 2 to be at least 0.15 L (towards the wells), while 
assuring that the sum of pumping from both wells is at least 15 L'/T. 
These goals are represented by the first 4 equations, respectively, of Figure 1. The 
top equation is the 'objective fup.ction', the value of which we wish to minimize. This 
contains 'decision variables' P1 'and P~, pumping at wells 1 and 2, respectively. The 
coefficients multiplying P1 and P2 are 'weights (sometimedhese represent costs). Here these 
weights indicate that pumping at well 2 is 1.5 times as undesirable as pumping at well 1. 
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Equations 1-3 are termed 'constraints'. Because it is a 2... constraint, all points in the 
graph to the right of Line (1) satisfy that equation. All points to the right of Lines (2) and (3) 
satisfy Equations 2 and 3, respectively. The 0.02 coefficient in Equation (1) describes the 
effect of pumping P1 on the difference in head between the two observation wells at control 
location 1. Each unit of P1 will cause a 0.02 increase in head difference between the two 
observation points of control pair 1 (i.e., an increase in gradient toward pumping well1). 
Each unit of P2 will cause a 0.01 increase in head difference toward well1 at the same 
location. Equation 2 is similar for the effect of pumping on gradient at control pair 2. 
Below the constraint equations are 'bounds' preventing decision variables P1 and P2 
from being negative (representing injection). Thus, only positive values of P1 and P2 are 
acceptable. This further bounds the region of possible solutions. 
Only points to the right or above all five of the constraint or bound lines satisfy all 5 
equations. These points constitute the feasible 'solution space'. The optimization problem 
goal is to find the smallest combination of Pl + l.S(P2) in the solution space. That optimal 
· combination will lie on the boundary between the feasible solution region and the infeasible 
region. In fact, it will be at a point where lines intersect (a vertex). For this simple problem 
of only 2 decision variables, a graphical or manual solution (evaluating Z at the intersections 
of the lines) is simple--the minimum value of Z is 18.75. Pl and P2 both equal 7.5.1 
Optimization problems can become complex. If we add another decision variable 
(pumping rate), we move to 3-space. Problems rapidly become impossible to solve without 
using formal optimization algorithms. The presented codes contain such algorithms and make 
formulation and solution of optimization problems fast and easy. 
II. COMPARISON BETWEEN COMMONLY USED SIMULATION MODELS 
AND SIMULATION/OPTIMIZATION MODELS 
A simulation/optimization model contains both simulation equations and an 
operations research optimization algorithm. The simulation equations permit the model to 
appropriately represent aquifer response to hydraulic stimuli and boundary conditions. The. 
optimization algorithm permits the specified management objective to serve as the function 
driving the search for an optimal strategy. The model computes a pumping strategy that 
minimizes (or maximizes) the value of the objective function. 
Table 1 shows generic inputs and outputs of the generally used simulation (S) model 
and those of an S/0 model. The normal S models compute aquifer responses to assumed 
(input) boundary conditions and pumping values. Using such models to develop acceptable 
pumping strategies can be tedious and involve much trial and error. For example, simulated 
system response to an assumed pumping strategy might cause unacceptable consequences. In 
that case, the user must assume another pumping strategy, reuse the model to calculate 
aquifer response and recheck for acceptability of results. This process of assuming, 
predicting and checking might have to be repeated many times. The number of repetitions 
•' 
----------:.·.: 
I Note that if Equation 3 were Pl + P2 .S 15, the feasible solution space would be the small centrally located triangle. In that 
case the minimum objective function value would be Z = 18, (6 + 1.5"'8), and the optimal pumping rate would be 6 + 8 = 14. 
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increases with the number of pumping locations and control locations (places where 
acceptability of system response must be evaluated and assured). 
When using an S model, as the number of possible pumping sites increases, the 
likelihood that the user has assumed an 'optimal' strategy decreases. Also, as the number of 
restrictions on acceptable system response to pumping increases, the ability of the user to 
assume an optimal strategy also decreases. Assuming a truly optimal strategy becomes 
impractical or nearly impossible as problem complexity increases. There are too many 
different possible combinations of pumping values. Furthermore, even if the computation 
process is automated in a computer program, the act of checking and assuring strategy 
acceptability becomes increasingly painful as the number of control locations becomes large. 
In essence, it becomes impossible to compute mathematically optimal strategies for 
complicated groundwater management problems using S models. 
Alternatively, S/0 models directly calculate the best pumping strategies for the 
specified management objectives, and assure that the resulting heads and flows lie within 
prescribed limits or bounds {Table 1). The upper or lower bounds reflect the range of values 
which the user considers acceptable for pumping rates and resulting heads. The model 
automatically considers the bounds while calculating optimal pumping strategies. The user 
might choose to utilize lower bounds on pumping at currently operating public supply wells. 
He/she might choose to limit pumping at the upper end of the range, depending on hardware 
availability or legal restrictions. The user might impose lower bounds on head, at a specific 
distance below current water levels or. above the base of the aquifer. Upper bounds might be 
the ground surface or a specified distance below the ground surface. Assume, for example, 
a situation in which a planning agency is attempting to determine the least amount of 
groundwater pumping needed to capture a contaminant plume, and the locations where it 
should be pumped, i.e., the spatial distribution of the withdrawals and injections. Without 
implementing a pumping strategy to achieve capture, the contaminant will reach public 
supply wells, resulting in litigation and undesirable costs. 
An S/0 model can be used to directly calculate an optimal pumping strategy for the 
goal of minimizing the pumping needed to capture the plume, without causing unacceptable 
consequences. For example, assume that no injection mounds should reach the ground 
surface and that no drawdowns should exceed 2 m. In addition, assume that potentiometric 
surface gradients near the plume should be toward the plume source. 
The S/0 model will directly calculate the minimum total pumping rate needed and 
will identify how much should be pumped from each pumping location. The potentiometric 
surface heads and gradients that will result from the optimal pumping will lie within the 
bounds specified initially {Table 1). In other words, future heads will not reach the ground 
surface, future heads will not be more than 2 m below current heads, and final gradients 
will be toward the contaminant source. Thus, the very first optimal pumping strategy 
computed by an S/0 model will satisfy all specified management goals. 
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ill. S/0 MODELING BY RESPONSE MATRIX METHOD: 
THEORY AND LIMITATIONS 
Most S/0 models employ the response matrix approach for representing system (head) 
response to pumping. They use linear systems theory, and superposition with influence 
coefficients (Morel-Seytoux, 1975; Verdin, et al., 1981; Heidari, 1982; Colarullo, et al., 
1984; lliangasekare, et al., 1984; Danskin and Gorelick, 1985; Willis and Finney, 1985; 
Lefkoff and Gorelick, 1987; Reichard, 1987; Geotrans, Inc. 1990; Ward and Peralta, 1990; 
Peralta and Ward, 1991; and many others). The matrix containing the influence coefficients 
and superposition (summation equations) is termed the response matrix. Response matrix 
(RM) models utilize a two step process. First, normal simulation (analytical or numerical) is 
used to calculate system response to assumed unit stimuli. Then optimization is performed by 
an S/0 model which includes summation equations (discretized forms of the convolution 
integral). The following equation shows how RM model calculates tlie value of the steady 
state head that will result from steady state pumping: 
where 
h= 
o= 
MP= 
h(8) 
d= 
oh(o,d) = 
p(a) = 
put(§.) = 
(1) 
aquifer potentiometric surface elevation (head) [L]; 
index denoting an observation location, at which system response is being 
evaluated; 
potentiometric surface elevation that results without implementing the optimal 
strategy, (nonoptimal head) [L]; 
total number of locations at which water can potentially be pumped to or from 
the aquifer; 
index denoting a potential pumping location; 
influence coefficient describing effect of groundwater pumping at location d on 
potentiometric surface elevation at location o [L]; 
pumping rate at location a [L3/T]; 
magnitude of 'unit' pumping stimulus in location a used to generate the 
influence coefficient [L3/T]; 
RM models are ideal for transient management situations or situations where most 
cells do not contain variables requiring bounding. They require constraint equations for only 
those specific cells and time steps at which head or flow (other than pumping) needs 
restriction during the optimization. To predict system response to the optimal strategy at 
l<ications and times other than those constrained in the S/0 model, a separate simulation 
model is used after the optimization. 
2Cells where pumping or diversion are permitted occur in the optimal strategy. Whether they pump or divert or 
neither is determined by the optimization algorithm of US/REMAX. 
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S/0 models share some of the limitations of standard simulation models. Poor 
physical system representation or inadequate data will cause error. One cannot properly 
optimize management of system processes that one cannot correctly simulate. Useful S/0 
modeling requires that aquifer parameters are appropriate and actual boundary conditions are 
adequately represented within the model. 
RM S/0 models assume system linearity. Confmed aquifers are linear, unless they 
become unconfined. Unconfmed aquifers are nonlinear,. but frequently the change in 
transmissivity is insignificant, and they can be treated as if they are linear. Most commonly, 
system nonlinearity is addressed by cycling. Cycling involves: (1) assuming aquifer 
parameters (and computing influence coefficients for RM models), (2) calculating an optimal 
strategy, (3) recalculating system parameters, (4) comparing assumed and newly calculated 
parameter values, and (5) either stopping or returning to step (2) and repeating the process (if 
the assumed parameter values are still inappropriate for the problem or if the optimal strategy 
is still changing with cycling). Frequently, three cycles are sufficient for this convergence 
process. Thus, although RM models are completely applicable for confined aquifers, some 
adjustments must be made to accurately apply them to unconfined aquifers. 
Within S/0 models, plume capture is generally achieved by controlling hydraulic 
gradients and thus controlling advective transport. Generally, nonlinear transport equations 
are not included. This permits use of the characteristics of linear systems (superposition, 
etc.). RM model applications presented below achieve capture via gradient control. Solute 
transport simulation can be performed after an optimal pumping strategy is calculated to 
verify the acceptability of the optimal pumping strategy. 
Concerning data input, S/0 models require all the data needed by simulation models, 
plus information on lower and upper bounds on decision variables (pumping rate, location) 
and state variables (head, gradient, etc.). The forced specification of the acceptability criteria 
is beneficial. It helps the modeler to clearly define his goals earlier than he. might otherwise. 
Concerning model results, an S/0 model might tell a user that the posed problem is 
infeasible. This means that the user has posed a problem for which all the constraints cannot 
be satisfied simultaneously. For example, the user might have instructed the model to cause 
the head near an injection cell to reach at least 100m above mean sea level (a lower bound), 
but not to inject more than 50 m3/day (an upper bound). If that injection rate is inadequate to 
cause the required change in head, the model will declare the problem to be infeasible. The 
model will be unable to determine any pumping rate that can satisfy both conditions. 
Of course, if there is more than one potential injection well, the same problem might 
be feasible. In that case, the model can compute an optimal pumping strategy (for example, 
the minimum total pumping needed to achieve that head). 
· Fortunately, S/0 model users rapidly get beyond the stage wherein they try to develop 
impossible pumping strategies (force the model to achieve goals that are impossible or 
mutually exclusive when considering both the laws of nature and goals of man). Experience 
brings the S/0 modeler great ability to address common management problems. 
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IV. PC-BASED S/0 MODELS AND SAMPLE APPLICATIONS 
A. US/WELLS for Systems Addressable Using 
Analytical Solutions 
1. MODEL BACKGROUND 
US/WELLS (Utah State Extraction/Injection Well System for Optimal Groundwater 
Management), vs. 1.05, is a deterministic S/0 model. Its influence coefficients are based on 
analytical equations for potentiometric surface response to pumping and river depletion 
resulting from pumping. It is appropriate for systems where those analytical approaches are 
useful--assumedly relatively homogeneous systems. (Of course, in the management and 
consulting arena, such approaches are commonly applied to heterogeneous systems, with 
acceptable error). Characteristics of US/WELLS are summarized in Table 2. The overview 
below is derived from the user's manual (Aly and Peralta, 1993). 
The objective function of the optimization module is generally applicable and easily 
used for a variety of situations. The user can select either a linear or a quadratic form. The 
linear objective function is to minimize: 
where, 
C0(k) and C1(k) = 
E(j,k) and I(j,k) 
Me and M1 = 
2 [ •• •• l ~ ce(k) {;,B(j,k) + ci(k) ~I(j,k) (2) 
Cost coefficient or weight assigned to extraction (e) or injection (i) 
rates in stress period k, . ($ per L' /T or dimensionless); 
- Extraction (E) or injection (I) rate at well j in stress period k, (L'/T); 
Number of extraction (e) or injection (i) wells 
Potential constraints are: 
a. Hydraulic gradient between any gradient control pair of wells at any time period must 
be within user-specified bounds. This can ensure that water moves only in the 
desired direction. Bounds can differ for each gradient control pair and time period. 
This is useful, for example, when US/WELLS is used for groundwater contaminant 
plume immobilization or for any situation where hydraulic gradient control is desired. 
b. Extraction or injection rate at any well must be within user-specified bounds (lower 
and upper limits.) If the user cannot decide whether a certain well should be used for 
extraction or injection, he can locate one of each at the same location. The model 
will then determine either an extraction or an injection rate, or neither, for that well. 
c. Hydraulic head at any injection, extraction, or observation well must be within user-
specified lower and upper bounds. A lower bound can be used to maintain adequate 
saturated thickness. An upper bound can be used to prevent surface flooding or-to 
eliminate the need fot-pressu_J;ized injection. These lower and upper bounds can differ 
for different locations. The bounds are the same for both time periods}"·. 
d. Total import or export of water can be controlled to be within a user-specified range. 
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The user can completely prevent import or export of water. If no import or export of 
water is allowed, the total optimal extraction must equal the total optimal injection. 
e. Depletion from the river must be within user-specified bounds (lower and upper 
limits.) This is only applicable if a river exists in the considered system. 
Optionally, US/WELLS can use a quadratic objective function to minimize 
2 [ M" M" . M1 ] ~ ch (k) ];;_ E(j, k) H(j, k) +C" (k) ];;_ E(j, k) +C1 (k) f-1 I(j, k) (3) 
where, 
Ch(k) = 
H(j,k) = 
cost assigned to the power used for extraction in time period k, ($ per L 4 /T). 
dynamic lift. The difference between ground surface elevation and optimal 
potentiometric head resulting at extraction well j at end of time period k, (L); 
The weighting factors can be used to emphasize different criteria and different time 
periods. For example, assume a problem of minimizing the total extraction using the linear 
objective function. If the second time period is chosen to be much longer than the first time 
period and the weights assigned to extraction and injection in the second time period are 
larger than those used for the first time period, then the solution will tend to minimize steady 
state extraction/injection rates and less attention will be given to the short-term transient 
rates. Through the weighting factors, US/WELLS can also be used for maximizing pumping 
rates for water supply problems. 
2. APPLICATION AND RESULTS 
Here we illustrate use of US/WELLS to determine the optimal time-varying sequence 
of extraction and injection of water in pre-specified locations needed for first immobilizing 
and then extracting a groundwater contaminant plume. In this example, the user specifies 
potential locations of extraction and injection wells around the contaminant plume (Fig. 2). 
US/WELLS then determines optimal extraction and injection rates for different time periods. 
To illustrate model flexibility, 4 potential extraction wells and 5 potential injection 
wells are considered for placement outside the contaminant plume during the first period. In 
the second time period, 3 extraction wells are considered for placement inside the plume (to 
extract contaminated water) and 5 potential downgradient injection wells are considered. 
During both periods, the resulting hydraulic gradients (between 8 pairs of head observation 
locations) must be toward the center of the plume. Alternatively, the user could choose to 
minimize the pumping needed to capture the plume using only internal extraction wells in 
one or both periods. 
Here, the quadratic objective function is used and employs greater weights for the 
second time period (Ch=30, C0=900, C'=900) than the first period (Ch=0,2, c·=6, C'=6). 
This supports the much longer dumtion of the second stress period. In addition., neither 
export nor import of water is allowed--total-injection must equal total extraction in -each -· 
period. All the above considerations are incorporated within the model via the input data. 
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The user also specifies lower and upper bounds on heads and pumping rates. 
Figure (3) shows US/WELLS output (units are meters and m3/day). This contains, in 
addition to the input bounds (L. Bound and U. Bound), the optimal values of the decision 
variables (pumping), state variables (head and gradient), and marginal values. 
The marginal is defmed as the value by which the objective function will change if a 
tightly bounded variable changes one unit. If a variable's optimal value is not equal to either 
its lower or upper bound, its marginal will be zero. That is, the marginal will only be 
nonzero if the optimal value of the variable equals one of its bounds. In this case, the 
marginal shows the improvement of the value of the objective function resulting from 
relaxing this bound by one unit. Marginals are only valid as long as no other variable 
changes significantly. Thus they might only be valid for a small range of change in the 
bound. 
To illustrate, the output file (Figure 3) shows that the marginal of the hydraulic 
gradient between point 8 and 15 in the first time period is (2.09xl05). The objective function 
value is (98,778.26). If the lower bound on hydraulic gradient in the first time period is 
relaxed by w-5, at the mentioned pair, (so that the new lower bound is -10·5 instead of 0), 
one would expect the value of the objective function to change by about (2.09) to be 
(98,776.17). If this change is actually made and the model is used again, the resulting 
objective function value is (98,776.16). 
Marginals are useful in determining how to refme an optimal strategy. They help one 
to decide which bounds or constraints should be looked at more closely and perhaps relaxed. 
They also indicate the tradeoff between that bound and objective achievement. They show 
how much one is giving up in terms of objective attainment to satisfy that restriction. 
B. US/REMAX for Heterogeneous .Multilayer Systems 
1. MODEL BACKGROUND 
For optimizing management of complex heterogeneous systems, one would rather use 
the Utah State Response Matrix Model, US/REMAX (Peralta and Aly, 1993). To develop 
influence coefficients, it employs slightly modified forms of MODFLOW, a modular fmite 
difference groundwater flow simulation model (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988), and STR, 
a related stream routing module (Prudic, 1989). The physical system data needed by 
US/REMAX can be input in the same format as is used by MOD FLOW and STR. 
US/REMAX includes much other code to control processing and pose and solve the 
optimization problem. Except for MODFLOW and STR data files, US/REMAX accepts data 
in free format. 
The optimization model formulation capabilities are similar to those of US/WELLS 
(Table 2). The generic objective is to minimize: 
(4) 
·:::-.. ·. 
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where 
K= total number of stress periods; 
MP, Md = numbers of potential optimal pumping cells and diversion reaches, 
c•(:l.,k) = 
respectively; 
cost or weighting coefficient assigned to groundwater pumping in cell :3., period 
k ($per V/T or dimensionless, respectively); 
cost or weighting coefficient assigned to . diversion from the stream at stream 
reach 6. This is analogous to c•; 
p(:l.,k), d(6,k) = pumping in cell :3., period k, and diversion in reach 6, period k, 
respectively, (INT). 
The diversion terms in the equation are useful in water supply problems, and not 
usually considered in plume management issues. US/REMAX can employ constraints similar 
to (a-c) of US/WELLS, for multiple layers. Similar to US/WELLS constraint (d), 
US/REMAX can force total extraction to exceed, equal, or be less than total injection. 
Similar to constraint (e), river-aquifer interflow can also be constrained, as well as stream-
flow. Again, via the sign on the weighting coefficients, one can perform maximization. One 
can also achieve multiobjective optimization by the weighting method (orE-constraint 
method via bounds on pumping from a group of cells). 
2. APPLICATION AND RESULTS 
a. Introduction 
For illustration, below we discuss a steady-state problem that combines concern about 
groundwater quality, public water supply and river depletion. First, the study area and -
problem are described. Second, the pumping strategy developed by a consultant using a 
standard simulation model is presented. Third, the problem is posed for solution via 
optimization, the S/0 model is applied, and an optimal strategy is computed. Then, the 
system response to implementing the optimal strategy is verified using MODFLOW. 
Finally, variations in the management goals are assumed and new optimal strategies are 
developed. Computed optimal strategies are compared. 
b. Study Area Description and Situation 
The study area, consisting primarily of glacial outwash, is about 1.9 by 1.8 miles in 
size and is discretized into 36 rows and 34 columns (Fig 4). The length of the cells range 
from 78.2 ft to 1980.2 ft The width of the cells range from 138.4 ft to 1138.5 ft. The area 
is bounded on the west and east by impermeable material. There is fixed inflow from the 
.. north. The hydraulic gradient generally runs from north to south, paralleling flow in a river. 
·The southern boundary consists of river cells. 
Aquifer parameters were calibrated bY.:.a consultant. The unconfmed aquifer is . : .. 
represented by three layers. Near the ·plume and ilie·wells; ·the hoiirontal hydraulic- -~­
conductivity is 600 ftlday for layers 1-3 (layer 1 is uppermost). Layer saturated thicknesses 
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are about 22, 40 and 160 ft, respectively. Recharge due to rainfall is 0. 027 ft/ d. 
A contaminant plume exists in the vicinity of an industrial facility. Unless influenced 
by groundwater pumping, the plume would migrate southward. Using 3 wells (referred to as 
industrial wells), that facility pumps and uses the underlying contaminated water. A 
municipality to the northeast of the facility also pumps from three wells. The municipal 
wells pump at rates of (113,100), (161,800), and (40,500) ff/d in cells (row,column,layer), 
(12,19,3), (13,21,3) and (13,21,2) respectively. Municipal pumping causes the contaminated 
water to flow toward the northeast, unless the industrial wells pump significantly. 
Over a year ago, the consultant was asked to determine how much contaminated water 
must be pumped to keep the plume from reaching the public supply wells. The consultant did 
so, and the facility has been pumping at the recommended rate. Although it was not a 
consideration initially, a water supply agency is currently expressing concern about river 
flow depletion caused by the pumping. In addition, the municipality might wish to increase 
pumping for public use--which will also cause river depletion. Accordingly, the consultant is 
determining how the pumping strategy can be revised to acceptably satisfy the disparate and 
conflicting goals. To do so, he is using US/REMAX. 
Below are presented (Table 3) and discussed the initial consultant solution (Scenario 
1 "'"'), the optimal solution to the same situation (Scenario 1), and optimal solutions to 
alternative management scenarios. 
c. . Developing a Pumping Strategy for the Initial Situation Via Common Practice 
(Scenario e•n) 
After calibrating MODFLOW, the consultant tested different combinations of 
pumping at the three industrial facility wells. Since the facility uses 267,400 ff I d (2 mgd) in 
its processing, the consultant tried to develop a pumping strategy that would require as little 
excess pumping as possible, while making sure that there would be a ground water divide 
between the plume and the municipality. This strategy, developed via repetitive simulation 
runs of MODFLOW, included pumping rates of 174,200, 108,100 and 192,000 ft'!d) in cells 
(21,15,2), (23,17,2), and (24,14,2) respectively. Total industrial pumping is shown in Table 
3. Resulting flow from river to aquifer totaled 139,300 ff/d for the 30 river cells 
immediately downstream of (10,6). Achieved head differences in layer 1 are at least 0.2 for 
cell pairs (o=l..5) (16,14)-(17,14); (16,15)-(17,15); (16,16)-(17,16); (16,17)-(17,17); and 
(16,18) -(17,18). The head difference is at least 0.15 for cell pairs (o=l..S) (17,19)-(18,19); 
(17,20)-(18,20) and (17,21)- (18,21). 
d. Developing, Computing and Verifying Optimal Pumping Strategy for the Initial 
Situation Via US!REMAX (Scenario 1) 
The optimization problem objective is to minimize the value of Equation 3, using M" 
= 3 and CP=l, subject to the below significant restrictions. Locations at which head 
difference constraints are iinposed (to assure an appropriate gradient) are mentioned above 
and shown in Figure 4(b). The arrows indicate the direction of flow that-williescl.tfromcany-, _--
computed optimal strategy. 
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where 
t:.ho = 
!::.h0 ~ 0.2 for o = 1 .. 5 
!::.h0 ~ 0.15 for o = 6 .. 8 
3 
'E p a ~ 267,389 
d- 1 
difference in head between a pair of cells o, the first having the 
greatest head value. [L]; 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Optimization results are summarized in Table 3 and shown as model output in Figure 
5. The optimal strategy computed for Scenario 1 is much less than that developed without 
optimization. It will prevent migration toward the municipal wells. The lower bound on the 
sum of industrial pumping is a tight constraint. Tight constraints are those which are 
satisfied exactly, and prevent the objective function value from improving further. None of 
the head-difference constraints are tight. They are 'loose'. In other words, there is more 
than 0.2 or 0.15 ft (depending on the pair) difference between the heads at each two cells 
coupled by an arrow in Figure 4(b). 
It is appropriate to verify that the computed strategy accomplishes its goal of plume 
capture, despite application of the linear US/REMAX model to a nonlinear unconfmed 
aquifer. This is done by using the optimal strategy as input to MODFLOW, simulating 
system response and checking the resulting gradients. Because the system is unconfined there 
is a very slight error (about 0.01 percent). The error is eliminated by cycling once. 
Theoretical verification of strategy optimality is beyond the scope of this paper. 
However, many texts on operations research and linear programming verify the global 
optimality of solutions to problems having linear objective function and linear constraints. 
e. Developing Optimal Pumping Strategies for Alternative Scenarios 
Scenario 2 differs from the previous in the relaxing of the lower bound on total 
industrial pumping. Results in Table 3 show that 7 percent less than Scenario 1 pumping is 
actually needed to prevent the plume from moving toward the municipality. The 0.2 head 
difference constraint between cells (16, 18) and (17, 18) becomes tight. That constraint 
prevents pumping from being even lower. 
Scenario 3 illustrates how the conflicting objectives involving river· dewatering, . 
municipal pumping and plume <:q!!~Ol can be considered. Assume the consultant wants a 
strategy that will: (1) maXimize total municipal pumping while minimizing total-industrial--
pumping required to satisfy the gradient constraints, (2) have at least as much pumping from 
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each individual municipal well as occurred in Scenario 1 non, and (3) not cause the river to 
lose more water to the aquifer than Scenario 1 non, 
To accomplish this: (1) MP in the objective function is increased to 6; -1 is used for 
the CP coefficient for each municipal well and + 1 is used for each industrial well; (2) 
individual municipal well pumping rates of Scenario 1 non are used as lower bounds on 
pumping in those respective wells; and (3) the following constraint on flow from river to 
aquifer is used. 
qR = ( .~1 q'(u) ) ~ 139,332 (8) 
where 
<f = total flow from river to aquifer in the 30 river cells (L3 /T); 
qr(u) = flow from river to aquifer in river reach u (L3/T). 
Table 3 shows the results. The river-aquifer interflow constraint becomes. the tight 
restriction. The model directly computes municipal and industrial pumping rates that achieve 
the gradient constraints and avoid excessive river dewatering. 
That strategy actually represents one of a set of optimal strategies for the 
multiobjective optimization problem. It is multiobjective because maximizing municipal 
pumping and minimizing industrial pumping are two distinct and conflicting objectives. They 
conflict because as one increases municipal pumping, one must also increase (rather than 
decrease) industrial pumping to keep the control gradients pointed away from the municipal 
wells. 
Alternative optimal strategies belonging to the pareto optimum (set of optimal 
strategies) are shown in the curve of Figure 6. Each point on the curve represents one 
optimal strategy that satisfies the gradient constraints. Each can be developed using different 
weights in the objective function, or the E-consraint method. (The lower bound on total 
pumping from industrial wells is relaxed in these other optimizations.) This curve helps 
involved parties understand the tradeoffs between municipal pumping, industrial pumping, 
and river-aquifer interflow. A compromise strategy acceptable for all users can be selected 
from this figure. 
f. Processing Considerations 
It is useful to consider the resources required to address optimization problems. On a 
33 MHz 486 PC having 4 Mbyte RAM, all simulation and optimization phases of a single 
scenario require less than 5 minutes. The simulation phase, where influence coefficients are 
calculated, requires most of that time. Since there are 3 decision variables (pumping cells), 
US/~MAX performs 4 MODFLQWsimulation_s initially. The first assumes no industrial 
pumpirig, but uses the municipal pumping and all other-stresses, The· other 3 simulations each 
use a unit pumping rate at a different industrial well, plus all other stresses. 
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Organization of the optimization problem and computation of the optimal strategy 
require only a small portion of the total time. This required time is independent of the 
number of cells in the entire study area. This results because the time needed to perform the 
optimization is a function of the number of decision variables (potential pumping rates) and 
state variables (heads or gradients which must be constrained within the optimization 
problem). The larger these numbers, the more time is required for performing the 
optimization. 
It is also useful to consider the size of the optimization problem being solved. For 
example, the special versions of US/WELLS and US/REMAX that are released in 
shortcourses are limited in the number of nonzero values they can have in the optimization 
formulation. (Even optimization algorithms that are not part of water management models are 
commonly limited either in the number of nonzeroes or the number of rows and columns in 
their constraint equations.) 
By way of explanation, there is one row in the response matrix per head or gradient 
constraint equation, per time step of constraint. There is one column in the matrix per 
decision or state variable. For a steady-state problem, total matrix size is the product of the 
number of control locations and the number of decision variables. For simple problems, the 
number of nonzeroes in the matrix equals W + number of head control locations + the 
number of influence coefficients used in state response equations. 
Reducing the number of nonzeroes below 1000 can be important because that is the 
upper limit on problem size in the inexpensive 'special' versions of US/REMAX and 
US/WELLS. If problem size increases beyond that, software price increases. Professional 
versions of the software can address problems of virtually unlimited size. 
V. SUMMARY 
Use of Simulation/Optimization models can significantly aid management of 
groundwater contamination. It can speed the design process and reduce manpower costs. It 
can improve the produced remediation designs and reduce remediation costs. It can easily 
address problems previously considered very difficult. 
S/0 modelling methods for groundwater flow management are well established in 
research literature. Now, generally applicable S/0 models are available for use on PCs. The 
discussed US/WELLS and US/REMAX use linear systems theory, influence coefficients and 
superposition. These models can address a wide range of problems. Easy-to-use, they 
include all simulation and optimization algorithms needed to compute optimal strategies. 
US/WELLS and US/REMAX are perfectly applicable to linear (confined) aquifer 
systems, and can be applied to nonlinear systems. The former is most appropriate for fairly 
homogeneous aquifer and stream-aquifer systems. The latter can address complex 
heterogeneous multilayer stream-aquifer systems. 
Increasing use of these PC-based S/0 models is anticipated, especially as user-friendly 
options increase. Even the special yersioll~_Qf"Jlle_S~illg.Q!!ls (released_at shortcourses), can •. 
solve important real-world problems. ' ·· · · -.- - - -
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Vll. TABLES AND FIGURES 
Table 1 Comparison between Simulation and Simulation/Optimization 
models 
Simulation Some flows 
(S) Some heads 
Simulation/ Some boundary flows 
Optimization Some boundary heads 
Some flows 
Heads at 'variable' head cells 
Optimal boundary flows 
Optimal heads at 'variable' head 
cells 
L=~(S~/~0~· J~=~B~o~un~d~s:,:o~n!!~~~heads, flows Optimal Pumping 
Post-lim brand fax transmittal memo 7671 • of pages • / () 
From: 
' '(_ 
Co. Co., , •,\! , \~ j {;; f '. 
Dept.' Phone# 
Fax# i: Fax# 
Table 2. Characteristics of US/WELLS and US/REMAX 
US/WELLS US/REMAX 
Systems Addressed . 1 layer, homogenous . multilayer heterogenous 
~ stream/aquifer . stream/aquifer 
~ stream stage not - stream stage affected by 
affected by pliTiping 
Plll1Pi ng 
Management - 1 or 2 stress - 1 or multiple stress periods 
Period periods of equal or of equal duration 
unequal duration 
. steady state or - steady state or transient 
transient 
- can rep. transient 
evolutionary era 
with terminal st. 
state conditions. 
Influence Coefficients . Deterministic - Deterministic 
. Based on analytical - Based on finite difference 
expressions by Theis simulation (MOOFLO~ + STR) 
and Glover and 
Balmer 
Objective Function - Min or Max pumping - Min or Max groundwater pumping 
or combination or river water diversion or 
. Time varying combination 
weight for • Diff. weight for each pumping 
extraction and or diversion location and 
injection period 
Bounds and Constraints. gL:Sg:Sgu gL:Sg:Sgu (Note 1) 
hL =:: h =:: hu 
hL :S h :S hu 
G\2 :SG,,2 :S Gut,2 
&tl1·2 :SAh,_2 :SAhu,_2 
GL1.2 :SG1,2 :S Gu 1,2 
E (Ext) V\2 :SV 1,2 :S V\2 
--- s o.x 
E (lnj) E (Ext) 
E (lnj) 
:S,==,or~1.0 
= 1.0 
~ 1.X 
D:Extl'SD:Extl sD:Extl" 
dL:Sd:Sdu 
qRL :S qR ;S qRU 
ote 1 Not discussed are other bounds and constraints on river diversion rou s of 'g p urn in p p g and diversion rates, 
Land u 
g 
h 
Ah, GI-l• v 1-l 
[(Ext), [(lnj) 
d 
. qR 
stream flow rate, and stream stage. 
Refer to lower and upper bounds 
= Extraction or injection, (VIT) 
~Head, (h) 
= Head-difference, gradient, or velocity between any two locations, (L, dimensionless, or LIT, 
respectively. 
= Total extraction or injection, (L'IT) 
= Stream depletion, (VIT) 
=River-aquifer inte_rflow, (L'JT) 
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TABLE 3. Scenario Results. 
1 
2 
3 
Lower Bound 
Total Industrial 
Pumping 
Total 
315,350 139,332 
315,350 75,123 
315,350 68,740 
369,100 416,460 139,332 
Units are ff/day. Extraction is shown as positive for convenience, although it is a 
negative value in US/REMAX 
* Tight bound or constraint. For Scenario 2, a head difference constraint is tight. 
FIGURE 1. Graphical representation of simple pumping optimization problem. 
(3) 
(2) 
Minimize: Z • 1.0 P1 • 1.6 P2 
S.T. 0.02 P1 + O.Q1 P2 > 0.20 (1) 
0.005 P1 + 0.015 P2 > 0.15 (2) 
P1 + P2 > 15 (3) 
P1 > 0 
P2 > 0 
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(1)~ (2)~ 
• P1 
• P2 
FIGURE 2. Hypothetical study area for Example A, addressable with US/WELLS. 
y foo m e Potential Extraction Well 
0 Potential InJection Well 
2 J + Observation Well • 3 + 
1 2 4 
• + • Initial 
Contaminant 5 Groundwater 
Plume • Gradient 11 13 
+ + 0.1 'II. 
1 6 6 
+ • + 
16 7 14 10 
+ • .. ~ 6 + 1 0 
0 9 7 Confined Aquifer 
+ Aquifer Saturated Thickness • 20 m 4 
+ 0 Storatlvlty • 0.00003 
3 K • 4 m/day (isotropic) 0 
X 
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FIGURE 3. US/WELLS output file for Example A 
MODEL STATUS: OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOUND 
VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION = 98778.26 
OPTIMAL EXTRACTION RATES 
FIRST TIME PERIOD 
Well No L.Bound optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 0.00 42.74 80.00 0.000 
2 0.00 0.00 80.00 0.000 
3 o.oo 0.00 80.00 0.000 
4 0.00 0.00 80.00 0.000 
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 
7 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.000 
SECOND TIME PERIOD 
Well No L.Bound Optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 O.DD 0.00 0.00 9DO.OOO 
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 900.000 
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 900.000 
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 900.000 
5 0.00 42.85 80.00 0.000 
6 o.oo 0.00 80.00 70.780 
7 0.00 8.04 80.00 0.000 
=========================================================================== 
OPTIMAL INJECTION RATES 
FIRST TIME PERIOD 
Well No L.Bound Optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 0.00 19.41 80.00 0.000 
2 o.oo 0.00 80.00 0.000 
3 0.00 72.21 80.00 0.000 
4 0.00 0.00 80.00 0.000 
5 0.00 14.22 80.00 0.000 
SECOND TIME PERIOD 
Well No L.Bound Optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 0.00 0.00 80.00 547.389 
2 0.00 0.00 80.00 586.035 
3 0.00 57.87 80.00 0.000 
4 0.00 0.00 80.00 747.401 
5 0.00 0.00 80.00 811.474 
=========================================================================== 
OPTIMAL HEADS AT OBSERVATION WELLS 
FIRST TIME PERIOD 
Well No L.Bound Optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 30.00 36.07 40.00 0.000 
2 30.00 36.04 40.00 0.000 
3 30.00 36.16 40.00 0.000 
4 30.00 36.16 40.00 0.000 
5 30.00 36.12 40.00 0.000 
6 30.00 36.13 40.00 0.000 
7 30.00 36.13 40.00 0.000 
8 30.00 36.18 40.00 0.000 
9 30.00 36.13 40.00 0.000 
10 30.00 36.12 40.00 0.000 
11 30.00 36.07 40.00 0.000 
12 30.00 36.13- 40.00 0.000 
13 30.00 36.07 40.00 0.000 
14 30.00 36.13 40.00 0.000 
15 30.00 36.18 40.00 0.000 
16 30.00 36.12 40.00 0.000 
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SECOND TIME PERIOD 
Yell No L.Bound Optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 3D.OO 35.73 40.00 0.000 
2 30.00 35.81 40.00 0.000 
3 30.00 35.87 40.00 0.000 
4 30.00 35.81 40.00 0.000 
5 30.00 35.73 40.00 0.000 
6 30.00 35.70 40.00 0.000 
7 30.00 35.71 40.00 0.000 
8 30.00 35.74 40.00 0.000 
9 30.00 35.71 40.00 0.000 
10 30.00 35.70 40.00 0.000 
11 30.00 35.73 40.00 0.000 
12 30.00 35.75 40.00 0.000 
13 30.00 35.73 40.00 0.000 
14 30.00 35.70 40.00 0.000 
15 30.00 35.74 40.00 0.000 
16 30.00 35.70 40.00 0.000 
=========================================================================== 
OPTIMAL HEADS AT EXTRACTION WELLS 
FIRST TIME PERIOD 
Well No L.Bound Optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 30.00 35.52 40.00 0.000 
2 30.00 36.10 40.00 0.000 
3 30.00 36.19 40.00 0.000 
4 30.00 36.19 40.00 0.000 
5 30.00 36.11 40.00 0.000 
6 30.00 36.21 40.00 0.000 
7 30.00 36.33 40.00 0.000 
SECOND TIME PERIOD 
Well No L.Bound optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 30.00 35.86 40.00 0.000 
2 30.00 35.89 40.00 0.000 
3 30.00 35.89 40.00 0.000 
4 30.00 35.86 40.00 0.000 
5 30.00 35.17 40.00 0.000 
6 30.00 35.79 40.00 0.000 
7 30.00 35.80 40.00 0.000 
=======================================~=================================== 
OPTIMAL HEADS AT INJECTION WELLS 
FIRST TIME PERIOD 
Well No L .. Bound Optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 30.00 36.33 40.00 0.000 
2 30.00 36.09 40.00 0.000 
3 30.00 37.04 40.00 0.000 
4 30.00 36.09 40.00 0.000 
5 30.00 36.27 40.00 0.000 
SECOND TIME PERIOD 
Well No L.Bound Optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 30.00 35.69 40.00 0.000 
2 30.00 35.69 40.00 0.000 
3 30.00 36.45 ,40.00 0.000 
4 30.00 35.69 40,00 0.000 
5 30.00 35:69 . 40.00 0.000 
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OPTIMAL HYDRAULIC GRADIENTS 
FIRST TIME PERIOD 
From To L.Bound optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 -> 11 0.00000 0.00000 0.01000 4.22E+5 
3 ·> 12 0.00000 0.00052 0.01000 0.000 
5 ·> 13 0.00000 0.00019 0.01000 0.000 
6 ·> 14 0.00000 0.00000 0.01000 3.04Ei+5 
7 -> 14 0.00000 0.00005 0.01000 0.000 
8 -> 15 0.00000 0.00000 0.01000 2.09E+5 I=== explained in text 
9 ·> 16 0.00000 0.00013 0.01000 0.000 
10 -> 16 0.00000 0.00000 0.01000 1.57E+5 
SECOND TIME PERIOD 
From To L.Bound Optimal U.Bound Marginal 
1 ·> 11 0.00000 0.00000 0.01000 4.88E+7 
3 -> 12 0.00000 0.00190 0.01000 0.000 
5 -> 13 O.OOOOD 0.00000 0.01000 0.000 
6 -> 14 0.00000 0.00000 0.01000 9.87E+6 
7 -> 14 0.00000 0.00011 0.01000 0.000 
8 -> 15 0.00000 0.00000 0.01000 2.56E+7 
9 -> 16 0.00000 0.00011 0.01000 0.000 
10 ·> 16 0.00000 0.00000 0.01000 0.000 
FIGURE 3. US/WELLS output file for Example A 
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FIGURE 4. (a) Finite-difference grid for the area addressable with US/REMAX, (b) well 
locations and locations of head difference constraints imposed in Scenarios 1-3. 
(a) 
4 • " 10 
' 
' LEGEND 
Ill Constant Flow Cell 
• 
Gl Coostant Head Cell 
Ill River Cell 
Ill Pumping Cell 
" I• 
I ' 
' 
" 
Cb) 
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FIGURE 5. Optimal pumping strategy for Scenario 1, Cycle 2. 
US/REMAX: Response Matrix.Modet For Conjunctive Groundwater Management 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Model status: OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOUND 
Objective value (Z): 267380.0 
SOLVER USED IS BDMLP 
============================================================================= 
OPTIMAL GROUNDWATER PUMPING RATES p(a,k), EXTRACTION(·) AND INJECTION(+), 
[L '31Tl 
CELL STRESS PERIOD L.BOUND OPTIMAL U.BOUND MARGINAL 
PE(ii) k pL(§,k) p(B, k) pU<a,kl oZ I op(B,k) 
1 1 ·1.DDOOE+8 ·2.6738E+5 0.0000 0.0000 
2 1 ·1.0000E+B 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
3 1 ·1.0000E+8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
========================================================================== 
OPTIMAL PUMPING RATES FOR GROUPS OF CELLS, pG(a,kl, [L'3/Tl 
GROUP STRESS PERIOD 
pg<a> k 
L.BOUNO 
pGL(il,k) 
-1.000E+10 
OPTIMAL 
pG(8,k) 
-2.6738E+5 
U.BOUND 
pGU(il,k) 
-2.6738E+5 
MARGINAL 
oZ I opG(8,k) 
·1.0000 
========================================================================== 
OPTIMAL HYDRAULIC HEADS, h(O, k) I [LJ 
CELL STRESS PERIOD L.BOUND OPTIMAL U.BOUND MARGINAL 
HC(o) k hl(O,k) h(o,k> hUCO,k) oZ I ohCO,k) 
1 1 800.0000 870.3059 1000.0000 0.0000 
2 1 800.0000 870.2161 1000.0000 0.0000 
3 1 800.0000 870.1369 1000.0000 0.0000 
4 1 800.0000 870.0479 1000.0000 0.0000 
5 1 800.0000 869.9536 1000.0000 0.0000 
6 1 800.0000 869.6714 1000.0000 0.0000 
7 1 800.0000 869.5876 1000.0000 0.0000 
8 1 800.0000 869.5002 1000.0000 0.0000 
9 1 800.0000 870.0615 1000.0000 0.0000 
10 1 800.0000 869.9766 1000.0000 0.0000 
11 1 800.0000 869.9045 1000.0000 0.0000 
12 1 800.0000 869.8273 1000.0000 0.0000 
13 1 800.0000 869.7491 1000.0000 0.0000 
14 1 800.0000 869.4786 1000.0000 0.0000 
15 1 800.0000 869.4148 1000.0000 0.0000 
16 1 800.0000 869.3426 1000.0000 0.0000 
========================================================================== 
OPTIMAL HYDRAULIC HEAD DIFFERENCE I GRADIENT I VELOCITY, G(O,k), 
[L, LIL, or LIT] 
PAIR FROM TO STRESS PERIOD L.BOUND OPTIMAL U.BOUND MARGINAL 
HGV(o) 0(0,1) 0(0,2) k DL(o,kl U(b,k) nucO,k> oZ I .aU(O,k) 
1 1 ·> 9 1 0.2000 0.2444 0.272 0.0000 
2 2 ·> 10 1 0.2000 0.2395 0.267 0.0000 
3 3 -> 11 1 0.2000 0.2324 0.260 0.0000 
4 4 -> 12 1 0.2000 0.2206 0.249 0.0000 
5 5 -> 13 1 0.2000 0.2045 0.233 0.0000 
6 6 -> 14 1 0.1500 0.1929 0.270 0.0000 
7 7 -> 15 1 0.0800 0.1729 0.180 0.0000 
8 8 -> 16 1 0.1500 0.1576 0.270 0.0000 
==================================================================== 
SUMMARY OF OPTIMAL PUMPING RATES [L'3/Tl 
STRESS PERIOD 
1 
SUM OF PUMPING RATES 
-2.6738E+5 
SUM OF ASS. PUMPING RATES 
2.67380E+5 
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FIGURE 6. Relation between total pumping from municipal wells aud total pumping 
from indus trial wells 
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